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State of Global Macros
• Inflation has trended uncomfortably high in a number of countries around the world, even as policymakers have ramped up monetary tightening cycles.
• The worldwide inflation problem has created a dichotomy for the global economy- A tradeoff many central banks are forced to make right now: Contain
inflation and risk mild recession in the near term, or support economic growth now, let inflation run, and risk harsher consequences over the long term.
• Most central banks need to remain active and respond to inflationary pressures with rate hikes. In some cases, policymakers will need to turn even more
hawkish. To bring inflation back to the 2% inflation target, central banks must “cool” their economies, curb demand and drive up unemployment rates.
• After a 75 bps rate hike in June, Fed could follow up with another 75 bps hike in July. Fed will lift policy rates by 50 bps at each meeting through the end of
2022 and see an additional 50 bps of tightening in early 2023, with a terminal rate of 4.50% by the end of Q1-2023.
•

But cooling the economy will be difficult today:
• Companies' very significant recruitment difficulties mean that employment will continue to grow rapidly even if GDP slows down, due to the delay in

hiring programmes;
• Households want to consume, and do so by running up debt or/and benefiting from government aid; given the very negative real shortterm interest
rates, borrowing to consume remains attractive. In a short-term perspective, real interest rates remain very negative which encourages people to use
credit to consume. It will take much higher interest rates to curb credit

• European governments continue to want to stimulate household purchasing power;
• Companies’ profit margins are high, enabling them to continue to finance major investments

Equity markets : Defence Still reigns
• Equity markets have been perhaps the loudest in signaling a pending downturn among financial markets.
•

The S&P 500 Index ended the first half down about 20%, in bear-market territory, which historically is a signal itself that the economy is in a
recession or one is pending.

• Since 1950, nearly 70% of bear markets coincided with recessions.
• In addition, if we dig one layer deeper to look at equity sector performance, the sectors that have relatively outperformed this year, aside from
energy, have been defensive parts of the market: utilities, consumer staples, and health care.
•

These are traditionally considered "recession-proof," as households generally consume these items regardless of economic conditions.

• At a bear market bottom, you usually see leadership from two key FAANG sectors: Technology and Consumer Discretionary. As investors move to
a more risk-on positioning, defensive sectors like Consumer Staples and Utilities begin to fade as the offense emerges with renewed strength.
• The equal-weighted ratio has made a new low every month since December 2021, including another new low this week.
• Conclusion: the defense remains on the field.

• This key breadth indicator has achieved a new low every month in 2022, as the majority of stocks remain in established downtrends.
• Conclusion: the market trend remains lower.

Bond Markets : growth concerns
• In bond markets, while yields had moved dramatically higher for much of this year – driven by sharply rising inflation and Fedtightening expectations – more recently we have seen yields move lower.
• The 10-year U.S. Treasury yield, for example, reached a high of nearly 3.5% in early June but ended the month around 3.0%
• This move lower in yields is likely driven by concerns around future economic growth, and perhaps also by a flight-to-safety response
by investors
• In addition to yields moving lower, the yield curve – the difference between the 10-year and two-year yield – has also flattened, now
around 0.05%, closing in on 0.0% and even turning negative, or inverting.
•

Historically, when the yield curve inverts this is considered a signal of a pending downturn or recession ahead. However, there tends to
be a six- to 18-month lead time before a recession hits, and we typically like to see a month or so of inversion before the signal
becomes more credible.

•

Nonetheless, the flattening yield curve is certainly another signal of growth concerns ahead.

• Neverthless , the markets need to see inflation move consistently lower for several readings, on both headline and core inflation,
before markets might price in a moderating inflation trend.

Consumer is the key
• The consumer data have finally started showing that the struggle is real. Consumer prices measured by the PCE deflator rose another
0.6% in May, lifting the annual rate back up a touch to 6.35% from 6.29% previously .
• Elevated and persistent price pressures have dramatically weighed on real disposable personal income, which is now about 5.4% below

where it would be implied by its trend in the absence of the pandemic. That's a dramatic hit to income, and it's weighing on consumers'
ability to spend.
•

Real personal spending slipped 0.4% as a result in May, even as consumers continued to save less compared to pre-pandemic habits.
While consumers still have room to tap sources of staying power, the May data suggest it may be running out.

• Piling onto the weak spending data were that measures of consumers' confidence moved sharply lower in June as consumers grow
particularly pessimistic on what's to come.
•

The expectations component of the consumer confidence index, for example, slid 7.3 points to 66.4 in June, which marks the largest

monthly drop in over a year and a half and the lowest reading for expectations in nine years.
• The deterioration in confidence is not surprising amid elevated gas prices, deteriorating labor market prospects and simply broad
concern over finances, and it presents a notable shift in consumer psyche.

BNPL : New Paradigm
• Consumers have increasingly relied on their balance sheets to fund spending, but the latest spending data for May suggest the
staying power of consumers is beginning to run out. Drawing down savings and tapping credit are not sustainable ways to fund
spending, but they've helped amid what feels like ever-rising prices.
• As consumers rely more on credit, a less traditional service, Buy Now, Pay Later (BNPL), has received increased attention.
• Forbes has estimated the BNPL market to total about $100 billion, which would suggest it represents just around 2% of total
consumer credit outstanding (~$4.5T).
• In short, since it represents a relatively small credit segment, it is not a huge concern yet to creditors even if a growing number of
consumers overextend themselves and are soon unable to meet payments. That said, it cannot be completely ignored.
• Since providers of BNPL credit are not required to report these credit lines, the debt is not often on the credit profile of households.

Thus, it will not show up in credit reports if borrowers seek other forms of debt, meaning lenders are essentially flying blind to some
potential exposure. Furthermore, BNPL is a relatively easy form of credit to access as providers do not perform credit checks, which
raises a big question around the financial health of BNPL borrowers more generally.

Slowdown in hiring ?
• Surveys of both current and expected conditions from key regional Fed
banks show that firms are planning on slowing hiring now, and their
expectations six months ahead are also turning much lower.
• Fittingly, ISM’s most recent survey of purchasing managers shows that
the manufacturing sector plans on shrinking headcount. It is likely that
firms over-hired in response to 2021’s unprecedented demand-surge
and will now need to tighten their belt
• The first signal of this is underway with overtime hours being cut, as
shown in the nearby chart.
•

In a downturn, manufacturing firms — which are important because

they are highly cyclical and interest rate sensitive — first cut overtime
hours before altogether reducing headcount. On a three-month
annualized basis, manufacturing overtime hours are down nearly 25%.

German Pain -1/2
• The drop in Russian flows of natural gas to Germany over the last couple of weeks has raised the risk of a further “weaponization”

of gas by the Russian government in the coming months.
•

While the markets expect a partial increase in flows after the usual summer maintenance period on Nord Stream 1 (NS1), an
indefinite stoppage of flows cannot be ruled out .

• Such a scenario would be clearly less damaging than if it had occurred in March, as the diversification away from Russian gas has
made some progress and the stock of reserves has increased too.
•

The Federal Network Agency calculates a drop in gas during the winter months equivalent to 10% of the annual consumption in its
worst-case scenario.

• As a first approximation, this may reduce GDP by around 0.5%.
• While this looks manageable there is a risk that second round effects via other downstream industries, reliant on intermediate
input from gas intensive industries, may exacerbate the initial shock significantly. Thus, a stoppage of gas flows, given the current
weakness, would push the German economy into recession.

German Pain -2/2
• European gas prices have continued to rise last week.
• The Dutch 1-month gas future is now up around 90% in three weeks. The spike is a consequence of an actual significant cut-off of
Russian gas supplies through the Nordstream 1 pipeline, where supplies are down 60% from normal levels.
•

Head of the IEA (International Energy Agency) Fatih Birol has this week warned that without Russian gas flows Europe might have to
cut gas consumption by as much as 30% February next year. A full stop for Russian gas will make it impossible to reach storage levels
around 90% in November, the level that would secure adequate gas supplies throughout the winter. Without Russian gas that level
would be 75% and that would mean "significantly higher prices".

• The EIA underlines that Europe should focus on cutting gas use from industry and households now to secure as much supply as
possible going into storage.
• There is a growing risk that industrial use of natural gas can be restricted over the coming months to secure adequate supplies over
the winter. Especially, gas consuming activity in Germany including the important chemical industry can potentially be forced to shut
down some activity.

UK : Stagflation Nation -1/2
• The final estimate of U.K. Q1 GDP showed a still respectable pace of economic growth of 0.8% quarter-over-quarter and 8.7% year-over-year.
Within the details, consumer spending rose 0.6% quarter-over-quarter, but business investment fell 0.6%.
•

While U.K. inflation has been on a rising trend for some months now, price growth appeared to have only a modest dampening effect on Q1
growth.

• That said, inflation pressures have further intensified since April, with the latest round of electricity price increases now in effect. Indeed, for
April alone, electricity prices jumped 40.5% month-over-month and natural gas prices jumped 68.8%. Those increases contributed to a
headline inflation rate of 9.1% year-over-year as of the latest read, for May. Those energy price increases, as well as broader price increases
more generally, are increasingly expected to weigh on real household incomes and consumer purchasing power going forward.
• Another sizable electricity price increase is slated for October, perhaps in the region of 30%-40%, which the Bank of England estimates could lift
headline CPI inflation up to, or above, 11% year-over-year.
• t is against this backdrop that the household income and spending trends from the first quarter GDP report were somewhat worrisome. In
nominal terms, household disposable income rose by 1.5% quarter-over-quarter, but that increase in nominal incomes was outstripped by

higher inflation, meaning the real household disposable income dipped 0.2% quarter-over-quarter, the fourth quarter in a row that real incomes
have declined on a sequential basis.

UK : Stagflation Nation -2/2
• UK is set to face a ‘European’ demand shock, but its labour market has many ‘American’ characteristics:.
•

Rising inactivity, unemployment falling to as low as 3.8%, a high vacancy rate, recruitment difficulties and elevated pay pressures

• UK experiences a terms of trade shock: as a net importer of food, energy and manufactured goods, the price of what

it sells relative to what it purchases has fallen.
•

The financial pain will be felt. Businesses are forced to raise prices to sustain margins, to be able to pay for wage increases and to
compensate for output losses.

• It also experiences a cost of living squeeze: even as the labour market is tight and the government redistributes, real
disposable incomes are still set to decline
• Households see their living standards falling, their budgets squeezed, and could face financial hardship. They are forced to either save
less, to trade down or to cut back spending

• Net impact would be on Currency and it is high time GBPUSD trades well below 1.1000 to moderate the economic
pain on account of all the above three factors

Recovering China
• This week, there was further evidence that China's economy is on the road to recovery from its lockdown-induced slump.
• June PMI data showed stronger headline numbers and underlying components suggesting China's economy is heading back in the right direction. On

the manufacturing side, activity improved above the 50 threshold to 50.2 in June, the first time the manufacturing PMI has been in expansion territory
since February.
• While the headline number is encouraging, the underlying details of the index are also reason to be optimistic on China's recovery. Production and new
orders data improved, a sign that manufacturing capability has improved and demand is picking up.

• Perhaps more important, supplier delivery times, a key indicator of how supply chains are evolving, also improved in June. With COVID restrictions
mostly lifted, manufacturing and production capacity should be almost fully restored. Assuming the worst of COVID is behind China, manufacturing
should be a key source of growth going forward.
•

Sentiment in the services sector improved sharply in June. To that point, consensus forecasts were looking for the non-manufacturing PMI to rise to

50.5; however, the index rose to 54.7 this month. Lifting of COVID restrictions is the primary driver of the recovery in the services sector. With most of
the Chinese population no longer operating under restrictions, citizens were able to re-enter normal spending patterns and release some of the pent-up
demand built up over the past few months.
•

Similar to manufacturing, dwindling COVID cases should support services spending going forward, and also be a positive contributor to growth going

forward.

India : Pause in the Bond Markets
• India's core-sector output grew 18.1% on-year in May, compared with a revised 9.3% growth in April, driven by cement, coal, fertilizer and electricity.
•

India's external debt rose by $47.1 billion to $620.7 billion in fiscal 2022. India S&P Global manufacturing PMI fell to 53.9 in June from 54.6 in May.

• India’s fiscal deficit widened to Rs 2.04 lakh crore in April-May 2022 or 12.3% of the full-year target, compared with Rs 1.23 lakh crore a year ago for the same
period.
• The government raised export duty on diesel by Rs 13/liter and on petrol by Rs 6/litre. It also raised import duty on gold to 15% from 7.5%
• During the week, the RBI conducted variable-rate reverse repo auctions for a total notified amount of Rs 3 lakh crore, against which it received offers
amounting to ~Rs 2.25 lakh crore. The weighted-average lending rate on new bank loans increased by 35 basis points on month to 7.86% in May,
• Government bond prices extended gains for the second consecutive week in the week ended July 01, 2022. The yield on the 10-year benchmark 6.54% 2032
settled at 7.42% on July 01, 2022, compared with 7.44% on June 24,2022
• The massive supply of government securities may begin to strain the portfolios of bond investors as the Centre's record borrowing of 14.31 trln rupees for
2022-23 (Apr-Mar) enters the second quarter. Though the Centre borrowed rather painlessly from the market in Apr-Jun, institutional investors played a key
part in absorbing the fresh debt supply. Investors may not retain the same appetite as state bond issuances pick up pace, as these papers offer higher returns
than gilts of comparable maturities.

India Equity markets : Range
bound
•

Indian equity indices extended their gains from the previous week, driven
by an intermittent decline in crude oil prices, which cooled inflation
concerns

•

However, negatives include imposition of export duties on oil products
domestically, recession fears following weak US growth data and worries
over potential monetary policy tightening by central banks.

•

The Nifty 50 PE ratio hit 19.87x on 12th May 2022 for the first time this
fiscal. It has hit a low of 18.92x on 17th June, the day streets witnessed a
violent blood bath.

•

Historically , whenever the PE falls below 15; the benchmark has
delivered an average 51.8% return over the next one year. When the PE is
between 15 to 20 the average return is 15.2%.

•

Nifty to trade between 15500-16000 for the week

